
Content for screenshot#1 (According to customer requirements)  

An exciting mix of traditional and modern desert adventures is waiting for you, along with the 

most luxurious safari tour, spicy foods, and comfortable guides. 

 

Enjoy the other traditional activities in the desert, like camel riding, dune bashing, the 

exhilarating sand boarding experience, and the mouth-watering foods.  

 

Discover the beauty of the desert and have the closet glimpse of nature while enjoying the 

luxurious Safari ride.  

 

Your ride will be most unforgettable owe to our professional licensed and trained Safari drivers, 

and 100% guest protections. 

  

Content for screenshot#2 (According to customer requirements) 

Grab a chance to get the Exclusive Dubai Desert Safari tour; sniff the sand, get the pictures of 

desert’s ecology, take an unforgettable camel ride and then return to your Safari to visit other 

places in the desert. 

 

You can’t get joys of life by money, but you can purchase it for a time by having a premium-

quality tour in the desert.  

 

Don’t let your fears to come over your passion for traveling through the desert by having a 

customer-orientated, solution-driven, and technology-based Safari tour to the desert.  

 

From your hotel-pickup to the fun-activities in the desert, we take customers satisfaction as the 

top priority 

 

Fabulous end of the desert tour as the sunset (don’t forget to capture that scene in your 

camera) and conclude your visit by having Safari ride back to your hotel room.  



Content for screenshot#3 (According to customer requirements) 

“What a stunning dessert trip! I, along with my family, spend an unforgettable time in the heart 

of the desert. The guide and safari ride was adorable”- William 

 

“Memories of this Safari desert tour will be a source of pleasure in my difficult lifetime- will ride 

again”- John 

  

  

 Discover the beauty of the desert while enjoying the luxurious Safari ride. 

Enjoy the other traditional activities in the desert 

Customer satisfaction and protection is our priority.  

  

  

  

  

  

 


